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MEMORANDUM
HUMAN RESOURCES

DATE: January 29, 2019
TO:

Board of Supervisors

FROM:

Kate Sampson , Interim Human Resources Director

SUBJECT:

Updates to Classifications and Allocations for the Agriculture and Standards
Inspector series

Action Requested
Introduce an ordinance amending the un-codified Schedule of Classifications and Compensation
Ordinance and the un-codified Allocations of Positions to Departments Ordinance to:
A. Move the Agricultural Inspector Aide classification from Unclassified service UNCL U02
($16.64- $20.23 hourly) into the Classified Service GNRL 25 ($16.64- $20.23 hourly).
B. Revise the salary grade for Agricultural and Standards Inspector- Senior from GNRL 97
($29.89- $36.33 hourly) to PROF 216 ($31 .38- $38.15 hourly);
C. Revise the salary grade for Agricultural and Standards Inspector- Supervising from GNRL
109 ($32.95- $40.05 hourly) to PROF 224 ($34.60- $42.06 hourly); and
D. Revise the salary grade for Agricultural and Standards Inspector 1/11 , including adjustment
for the I level from GNRL 70 ($23.97- $29.13) to PROF 203 ($23.97- $29.13 hourly) and a
salary adjustment for the II level from GNRL 85 ($27.11 - $32.95 hourly) to PROF 204
($27.11 - $32.95 hourly).

Background
At the request of the department of Agriculture/Sealer/Weights and Measures, the Human
Resources Department reviewed the class specifications for Agricultural and Standards Inspector
series in order to determine that the content was accurate and up to date. The Agricultural and
Standards Inspector- Supervising , Agricultural and Standards Inspector- Senior and Agricultural
and Standard Inspector- 1/11 have previously not been reviewed or updated since 2013 and the
Unclassified Agricultural Inspector Aide was recently reviewed and updated in March 2018. Over the
years the department indicated they have experienced difficulty in recruiting a viable qualified
applicant pool at the Aide, Entry, and Journey levels, which was assumed to be a result of outdated
class specifications and salaries. Once hired, employees at the entry and journey levels must obtain
eight specialized certifications in order to qualify for advancement to the senior level per State
requirements and guidelines, making the qualified applicant pool at the senior level even more
limited.
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Basis for Recommendation

Agricultural Aide:
As an Unclassified classification , the class specification and salary were recently updated with
approval by the CEO's Office and Board of Supervisors in March 2018. During the analysis of this
classification, it was determined that the department's current use of the Agricultural Aide is more
consistent with those aligned with the Classified service.
According to Section 3.08.070 of the Placer County Code (Attachment 1), Unclassified positions may
include "Persons employed under contract to supply expert, professional or technical service in a
temporary position." Given the seasonal/intermittent nature of the work performed by Agricultural
Inspector Aides over a specified time period, the original placement into the Unclassified service was
appropriate. However, the department is experiencing a need to provide more long term , sustained
services. Because workloads fluctuate according to season , there will always be a need to have a
pool of Extra Help candidates available; however, given some of the long term needs in the area of
pest management, the work assigned is becoming more regular for the department. In addition , this
classification could be used as a "feeder class" into the Agricultural Inspector series, given the
training provided at this level, which supports the department's succession planning needs. Given
these shifts, it is recommended that the classification be placed in the classified service, where it will
be subject to civil service and merit requirements and there is an option to transition staff to
permanent assignments.
Unit transition from the General Salary unit to the Professional Salary unit:
Due to the specialized nature of work performed, scope of responsibility, and the m1mmum
qualifications required at the Inspector I, II, Senior, and Supervisory levels it is further recommended
that these classifications be reassigned from the General unit to the Professional unit. According to
Section 3.08.170 of the Placer County Code:
"Professional employee" means:
1. Any employee engaged in work:
a. Predominantly intellectual and varied in character as opposed to routine mental,
manual, mechanical, or physical work;
b. Involving the consistent exercise of discretion and judgment in its performance;
c. Of such character that the output produced or the result accomplished cannot be
standardized in relation to a given period of time;
d. Requiring knowledge of an advanced type in a field of science or learning
customarily acquired by a long course of specialized intellectual instruction and
study in an institution of higher learning or a hospital as distinguished from a general
academic education or from an apprenticeship or from training in the performance or
routine mental, manual or physical processes; or
2. Any employee who:
a. Has completed the courses of specialized intellectual instruction and study in
subsection (1 )(d) of this definition;
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b. Is performing related work under the supervision of a professional person to qualify
himself or herself to become a professional employee as defined in subsection (1 )(d)
of this definition.
Furthermore, in Article I of the Placer Employee Relations Policy, "Professional Employee means an
employee engaged in work requiring specialized knowledge and skills attained through compilation
of a recognized course of instruction, including , but not limited to , attorneys, physicians registered
nurses, engineers, architects, teachers , and various types of physical, chemical and biological
scientists."
Over the past 1 - 2 years department management has met with Human Resources and CEO staff
on various occasions to discuss a perceived discrepancy in minimum qualifications for the
Agricultural Inspector series as a whole with other County classifications in the same current salary
ranges. Specifically, it was perceived the required Bachelor's degree and the regulatory/technical
nature of work performed seemed to indicate that a salary adjustment might be needed , but market
data and negotiated general wage increases for the County did not support any further adjustments.
However, based on the scope of responsibility and level of work performed as well as knowledge
and abilities required that are already reflected in the current class specifications, recognition at the
Professional level appears appropriate and seems to resolve the perceived discrepancy. While the
reasons for this recommendation are not necessarily due any new or additional duties that have
been added since this series was last studied , Professional designation provides better internal
alignment with other similar County classifications as well as the outside labor market, recognizes
the need for specialized training and certification , and supports the department's succession
planning and retention efforts.

Agricultural and Standards Inspector- Senior Salary Revisions:
The department is currently staffed with three Senior Agricultural Inspectors, each of whom assumes
responsibility for a specific specialty or service area , in addition to providing County wide services.
Assignments among the three incumbents are rotated approximately every 3 years in order to
provide cross training and support departmental succession planning efforts. As a result of a
classification analysis, it was determined that staff may be responsible for the direct supervision of
assigned Agricultural Inspector Aides for some assignments as well as analyzing , compiling ,
forecasting and monitoring the budget for each of their assigned programs, both of which were
outside the scope of the current class specifications. This includes preparing detailed records that
cover each program 's activity throughout the year to help track and forecast for the following year
and ensuring there is continued support from State and Federal fund ing. Lastly, staff at the senior
level are also responsible for drafting proposals with the assistance of Supervisory and Management
staff's review and approval.
Updates to the current class specification were reviewed and approved by the Civil Service
Commission at its regular monthly meeting on January 14, 2019. While the preponderance of duties
and responsibilities were consistent with the current classification specification with the addition of
updated language and detail to reflect new processes, technology and regulations, responsibility for
direct supervision of the Agricultural Inspector Aides and budgetary duties are new, higher level job
functions that have evolved over time. As a result, it is being recommended that this class receive a
5% salary increase to recognize this increased scope and breadth of responsibility, consistent with
past practice for similar classifications and situations Countywide.
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Agricultural and Standards Inspector- Supervising Revisions:
Section 6.01c of the current PPEO MOU states, "A minimum ten percent (10%) differential will be
maintained between supervisor and subordinate classifications .... " Given the proposed salary
increase of 5% recommended for the Agricultural Inspector - Senior classification, a 5% salary
increase is also being recommended for the Agricultural and Standards Inspector- Supervising level
in order to avoid compaction and comply with the 10% difference identified in the MOU .
Agricultural and Standards Inspector /Ill Revisions:
No salary increase for the I and II levels is recommended , as there has been no change to the actual
scope of work performed, and the recommendations presented to the Board simply reflect the
transition from the General to the Professional salary unit.

Fiscal Impact
The fiscal impact of the recommended revisions is approximately $8,000.00 for the remainder of the
fiscal year, including benefits costs. The department is able to absorb this cost within the current
budget as a result of salary savings from vacancies during the first half of the fiscal year.
Attachment 1 - Section 3.08.070 of the Placer County Code
Attachment 2 - Allocation Ordinance
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ATTACHMENT 1

3.08.070 Classified and unclassified service defined.

The civil service system of the county is divided into the unclassified and the classified service.
A.

The unclassified service shall consist of:

1.

All officers elected by the people and all confidential or special investigators employed by any of
such elective officers.

2.

All appointive boards and commissions.

3.

The law library trustees.

4.

Members ofthe civil service commission.

5.

All persons serving the county without compensation.

6.

Interns, student nurses, dentists, and all physicians except those required to be in the classified service
by state regulation.

7.

Casual patient and inmate employees at county institutions.

8.

Persons employed under contract to supply expert, professional or technical service in a temporary
position.

9.

Appointive Officers as set forth in County Charter sec. 402.

10.

Chief probation officer.

11 .

All Department heads and appointing authorities.

12.

Special classifications exempt from approved local merit system standards (State Administrative
Code).

13 .

All other classifications and titles as identified by the board of supervisors through passage of an
ordinance so indicating.

The current schedule of all titles coming within the classified service pursuant to this section will be
maintained by the personnel director and presented in such a fashion so as to be readily available for review
by county employees, officers, and the public.
B.
Classified Service. The classified service shall comprise all positions not included in the unclassified
service. (Ord. 5795-B § 4, 2015; Ord. 5478-B (Attach. A), 2007: 5468-B, 2007; Ord. 5441-B § 1, 2006; Ord.
5435-B, 2006; Ord. 5425-B § 4, 2006; Ord. 5408-B, 2006; Ord. 5403-B, 2006; Ord. 5402-B, 2006; Ord. 5395-B,
2006; Ord. 5389-B, 2005; Ord. 5382-B, 2005; Ord. 5374-B, 2005; Ord. 5363-B, 2005; Ord. 5359-B, 2005 ; Ord.
5356-B, 2005; Ord. 5347-B, 2005; Ord. 5345-B, 2005; Ord. 5353-B, 2005; Ord. 5329-B, 2004; Ord. 5303-B,
2004; Ord. 5295-B, 2004; Ord. 5235-B, 2003; Ord. 5196-B, 2002; Ord. 5194-B, 2002; Ord. 5193-B, 2002; Ord.
5184-B, 2002; Ord. 5182-B, 2002; Ord. 5140-B, 2001 ; Ord. 5115-B, 2001 ; Ord. 5077-B, 2001 ; Ord. 5069-B,
2000; Ord. 5065-B, 2000; Ord. 5040-B, 2000; Ord. 5032-B, 2000; Ord. 5014-B, 2000; Ord. 5006-B, 1999; prior
code § 14.1 060).
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ATIACHMENT2

Before the Board of Supervisors
County of Placer, State of California
In the matter of: An ordinance amending the
un-codified Schedule of Classifications and
Compensation
Ordinance
regarding
the
Agricultural
and
Standards
Inspector
classification series.

Ordinance No.: _ _ __ _
Introduced:

The following Ordinance was duly passed by the Board of Supervisors of the County of
Placer at a regular meeting held _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, by the following
vote on roll call:

Ayes:
Noes:
Absent:

Signed and approved by me after its passage.
Chair, Board of Supervisors

Attest:

Clerk of said Board

Page 1 of 2
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ATIACHMENT2
THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE COUNTY OF PLACER, STATE OF
CALIFORNIA, DOES HEREBY ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1. The un-codified Schedule of Classifications and Compensation Ordinance is hereby
amended as follows:
ADMIN
CODE

CLASSIFICATION TITLE

SALARY PLAN
-APPENDIX

GRADE

19015

Agricultural Inspector Aide

YNGbGNRL

YG225

14501

Agricultural & Standards Inspector- I

GNRbPROF

7-fJ 203

14502

Agricultural & Standards Inspector- II

GNRbPROF

85 204

14504

Agricultural & Standards Inspector- Senior

GNRb PROF

97 216

11750

Agricultural & Standards InspectorSupervising

GNRbPROF

400 224

PROF Saary
I
Ad m1n
. PI an
GRADE

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

203

23.9711

25.1691

26.4274

27.7490

29.1367

Section 2.
That this ordinance shall be effective the first day of the pay period following adoption.

Section 3. That this ordinance is adopted as an un-codified ordinance.
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